OPTIMIZE TRAINING OPERATIONS
Managing military forces training at any of the training pipeline stages, is a costly and complex
mission. With more than 30 years of experience in providing comprehensive training
management solutions, Britannica Knowledge Systems offers Fox, the Training Management
System that enables academies, training centers, training units and fleets, operational units and
military training providers to run their training operations in the most efficient and effective
manner.

The Fox training management system enables:
Optimized scheduling and resource utilization
Assured qualifications and operational readiness  
Provision of an excellent trainee learning experience
Standardized processes, record keeping and reporting
Streamlined course management processes
Improved training based on trends, insights and performance

Optimize your training with Fox

Fox is a comprehensive training management system, offering:
Learning Management
• Launch and run numerous types of courses in various settings – academic,
simulator and live flight sessions for initial and upgrade qualifications
• Manage individual trainee progress and achievements throughout their entire
service (SCORM 2004 and xAPI compliant)
• Define and generate structured and random online tests
• Analyze trainee satisfaction by creating and attaching feedback forms to training
activities

Scheduling & Planning Optimization
• Enable efficient planning and forecasting with automation of scheduling tasks
schedule training periods based on predefined curricula, resource availability,
scheduling rules, instructor qualifications and availability
• Easily coordinate multi-role and joint training operations, for example between
aircraft, land and naval forces
• Manage all training devices and simulators, including multi-purpose/multi zone
simulators
• Eliminate resource double bookings and schedule rule violations with algorithms
that identify and automatically prevent scheduling conflicts
• Securely share data with other fleet systems, assuring accuracy and avoiding
repetitive data entry into multiple systems
• Manage mission-critical, highly regulated individual and group training
Grading and Evaluation Management
• Ensure standardized, accurate performance data collection with customizable
valuation forms, grading scales, and data entry validation
• Enable online and offline grading and evaluation with Fox’s mobile app
• Auto-generate evaluation forms based on training objectives and performance
standards
• Obtain unified performance records and evaluations with Experience API (xAPI),
performance reports and evaluator entries

Optimize your training with Fox

Qualification Management
• Define performance and experience criteria for qualification and renewal
processes, including non-training criteria such as medical checkups
• Standardize qualification training across the fleets and ensure that personnel
acquire and maintain the skills and certifications to perform their duties
• Receive automated notifications regarding qualification expiration and
renewals
• Ensure readiness by monitoring the number of current and forecasted
qualified personnel
• Allow secure access to trainee records and performance with centralized
records

Reports & Analytics
•
•
•
•
•

Track and analyze all aspects of your training operation
Provide commanders and officers with the required situational awareness
Identify training weaknesses and implement remedial actions
Generate built-in and customized reports, graphs, and dashboards
Analyze trends for forecasting to mitigate problems and leverage success

Customized Training Center Manager’s Dashboard
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Fox delivers outstanding training management solutions that
enable military units and training providers to benefit from:
• Advanced configuration capabilities that adjust to training and operation processes and
requirements
• On-premises or SaaS deployment options according to organizational requirements
• Simplified IT support and reduced TCO (Total Cost of Ownership) that enables
consolidation of legacy systems into one single TMS
• Advanced system security and compliance that meets US Air Force and US Army
standards (Fox is listed on the Air Force Evaluated Products List)
• Improved decision-making with personalized dashboards, reports, notifications and alerts
for each role and function
• A single platform that supports all types of training, training phases and a variety of users
• Seamless integration with operational systems that enable synchronization of HR and
scheduling systems, and performance data
• Proven implementation methodology provided by experts with extensive experience in
military training solutions

About Britannica Knowledge Systems
Britannica Knowledge Systems provides a comprehensive integrated training and readiness management solution for civil aviation,
defense, security forces and corporate training management. The flagship product, Fox, is an innovative web-based training management
system that optimizes the training, scheduling and operational readiness of complex global training organizations. Fox oversees the use
of costly resources, simplifies complex scheduling tasks, and manages the complete lifecycle of qualification training.
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